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Hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) brought significant simplicity to infrastructure
deployment and management. Now, IT managers want to leverage the HCI experience
across more workloads. New requirements in these workloads are driving an evolution in
the definition of HCI.
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What is the importance of IT agility to enterprises undergoing digital
transformation (DX)?
Digital transformation is the evolution of enterprises of all sizes toward more data-centric business models that leverage big data
and analytics to improve internal workflows, products, and services as well as drive disruptive improvements in the ability to
compete in and open up new markets. Business in the digital ecosphere is more dynamic and moves faster than business in the
older, more static era. To compete, IT organizations are implementing new approaches such as DevOps; leveraging new
technologies such as containers, Kubernetes, and the Internet of Things (IoT); and deploying innovative new artificial intelligence
(AI)–driven workloads. This evolution requires agility and the ability to respond rapidly to changes in demand and newly
identified market opportunities. IT has become more important than ever in providing the enabling infrastructure to support DX.
The need for better agility translates to very specific requirements for IT infrastructure and operations. Provisioning, performance,
availability, scalability, configurability, and functionality are all impacted, and enterprises require new storage architectures and
technologies to meet these requirements. Agility has also impacted consumption models, and customers are looking to provision
and acquire infrastructure using more flexible methods such as subscription-based, pay-as-you-go approaches.

What is the hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) experience, and what is
driving such interest in it?
Over the past decade, HCI revenue has grown rapidly. In many cases, IT organizations are replacing legacy infrastructure with
HCI during technology refreshes. The simplicity of traditional HCI represents an experience in contrast to the more complex
model that has been associated with deploying traditional three-tier enterprise infrastructure in the following areas:

» Purchase and deployment. The HCI experience is extremely simple: A working system composed of servers,
storage, networking, and infrastructure software is ordered under a single SKU from a single vendor with all the
components prevalidated to operate together. Installation is often automated through templates provided by the
vendor, improving the speed and reliability of deployment. In addition, HCI allows customers to start small and
grow easily, providing more flexibility for its use in edge and core deployments.
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» Simple, unified management. Traditional HCI offers a unified management interface where the compute, storage,
and networking resources are managed from a single unified interface. The software-defined nature of HCI makes
it more flexible, and the fact that all components come from a single vendor enables ease-of-use features such as
automated configuration, remote deployment and management, virtual machine (VM)–centric provisioning and
data services, and one-click software upgrades — all of which are useful in cases where sophisticated storage
management expertise is not available.

» Single point of support. When it comes to HCI configuration, a single point of support means that customers
do not need to deal with separate vendors for compute, storage, and networking resources. It eliminates the
finger-pointing that can occur in infrastructure composed of different products from different vendors.
These aspects of the HCI experience drive real value for enterprises, which now want to apply HCI to different types of
workloads in their datacenters. Traditional HCI is a good fit for environments where workload growth is more predictable,
while infrastructure that enables independent scaling of resources and supports higher performance, availability, and
efficiency objectives can be a better fit for a wider class of workloads that are more unpredictable in terms of growth.

How is the definition of HCI evolving, and why?
IT managers are looking to apply the HCI experience to more workloads. The definition of HCI has been evolving, however,
particularly to address perceived challenges with the traditional HCI model around certain performance, availability, and
agility issues. While enterprises find the simplicity of the HCI model very attractive, they see its traditional performance,
availability, resiliency, and efficiency characteristics as negatives for certain types of common enterprise workloads.
Probably the biggest concern with traditional HCI's ability to handle larger enterprise workloads, particularly those with
unpredictable growth paths, is that compute and storage resources can be added only in fixed ratios with the addition of
a new HCI node. There is little flexibility to add either resource independently, resulting in a situation where one of the
resources is always overprovisioned relative to the other. This imbalance can begin to add significant cost as
configurations scale in size (in terms of node count and overall capacity). As customers expand the size of their HCI
configurations to accommodate a broader set of workloads, this lack of configuration agility is a concern.
Maintaining consistent performance can also be a challenge when an application's data set is too large to fit on a single HCI
node. When data outside of the node on which an application is running must be accessed, network latencies are incurred that
can add noticeably to perceived application response times, particularly when using all-flash configurations. Additional network
latencies may be incurred even for data sets that might fit on a single HCI node if that data is spread across multiple nodes to
meet data resiliency objectives. Dual-parity RAID schemes that maintain data resiliency even in the face of two simultaneous
storage device failures are a baseline requirement for many enterprise workloads that customers would like to move to HCI.
However, spreading data across multiple nodes to achieve that level of resiliency forces traditional HCI customers to incur
additional network latencies. Achieving sufficient levels of resiliency may also require a minimum HCI node count that is higher
than the minimum HCI node count required purely to service the application workload. Recovering quickly from node failures
can also be time consuming, especially when data is spread across nodes (whether for capacity or resiliency reasons).
One solution to these challenges is a "disaggregated" HCI model that pairs the HCI experience with disaggregated
compute and storage resources. In this model, a vendor provides a unified management interface that lets customers
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centrally manage all resources in a VM-centric manner from a single pane of glass, includes integration and automation
that simplify deployment and ongoing management, and offers a single point of support. This configuration lets
customers scale compute and storage resources independently, using a proven enterprise-class storage array with
comprehensive storage functionality, support for "six-nines" availability, and the efficiency of shared storage.
By addressing the independent resource scaling and enterprise-class functionality issues, disaggregated HCI solutions can
host the more demanding workloads that are not a good fit for traditional HCI with higher resource efficiency.

What is VMware Virtual Volumes (vVols), and why is this feature important?
vVols is a management API in VMware vSphere that effectively enables VM-level management within block-based
arrays. Without this API, storage capacity in external arrays must be managed as volumes, making it difficult to perform
storage monitoring, troubleshooting, and management tasks at the VM or application level. With vVols, array monitoring
can be done at the VM level and high-performance, array-based data services can be easily applied on a per-application
basis even in cases where multiple VMs are hosted on a single volume. The vVols API significantly improves the
performance, manageability, and efficiency of resource utilization for virtual environments built around VMware's
vSphere technology that are running on block-based external arrays.
It is important to note, however, that vVols is only an API and array vendors have to make modifications to their blockbased array management tools to enable its use. Vendor implementations can vary significantly in their functionality.
If VM-level management when using array-based data services is important in the evaluation of a vendor storage
platform, enterprises will need to ensure they understand the comprehensiveness of each vendor's vVols support.
Features to look for include application provisioning, templates and policies, quality of service, snapshot portfolio support
(space-efficient snapshots and snapshot backup integrations), thin provisioning, encryption, deduplication, automatic
space reclamation, rapid restore options, persistent tiering, a replication portfolio (including VMware Site Recovery
Manager integration), and public cloud integration and support. The completeness of a storage array vendor's vVols
integration can significantly impact performance, efficiency, productivity, and cost.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
HPE Nimble Storage dHCI is a disaggregated HCI platform that delivers the HCI experience, but with more flexibility
and better resiliency, performance and efficiency than traditional HCI. The platform simplifies infrastructure from
install to upgrade with customer self-installation in 15 minutes from rack-to-apps, VM-centric operations through
VMware vVols, and one-click software upgrades. It also brings the flexibility to scale resources independently to
maximize efficiency, provide "six nines plus" data availability and sub-millisecond latency for business-critical
applications and mixed workloads, and lower total cost of ownership.
To maximize agility, HPE Nimble Storage dHCI goes beyond traditional HCI with the industry's most advanced AI for
infrastructure, HPE InfoSight, and a cloud consumption experience through HPE GreenLake. HPE InfoSight uniquely
provides HPE Nimble Storage dHCI customers comprehensive insights into their virtual infrastructure that predicts and
prevents problems, diagnoses performance issues, forecasts resource needs, and optimized resource utilization.
Combined with HPE GreenLake, HPE Nimble Storage dHCI delivers an intelligent foundation for private cloud enabling
VMs as a service.
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